
190 Lecture 5  equations graphs integrals
Open MATH 190 in a browser; select Lecture 5  
Double-click the SciLab icon.  See Chapter 3, 10 of text for details.

SOLVING SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.    

EXAMPLE e4.1  Solve  Corresponding augmented matrix

    
2x  4y  2
x  3y  3

a 
2 4 2
1 3 3

Solution          Reduced row echelon form: 
x  3

y  2
rrefa 

1 0 3
0 1 2

In SciNotes, enter the augmented matrix, then rref(a).
a=[2,4,2; 1,3,3]
rref(a)
// x=-3, y=2    

Execute with <ctrl-l>.   This produces 6 answer lines in Scilab.
Finally, after //, hand-write the general answer as a
comment:



EXAMPLE e4.2  Solve rref    
x 2y 3z 4

4x 5y 6z 7
5x 6y 7z 8

1 0 1 2
0 1 2 3
0 0 0 0

Hence   hence  where z is  arbitrary.  Inx  z  2 x  2  z
this case, there are infinitely many solutions, one for each
choice of the arbitrary parameter z.  

Finally, hand-write the general answer as a comment:
a=[1,2,3,4
   4,5,6,7
   5,6,7,8] 
rref(a)   
// x=-2+x, y=3-2x, z is arb     



CLASSWORK  5.1(2)rref  

          
x  16y  4z  50
x  12y  2z  30
x  68y  z  0

Enter the augmented matrix line and the rref line in SciNotes, not Scilab. 

Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.1(2)rref.

// c5/1(2)rref  Two SciNote lines, plus comment. Don’t copy answers from SciLab.
   ... fill in two lines here
// x=1.49,y=______,z=  ______ 
//Write answer in the blanks above, rounded to two decimal places.

HOMEWORK h5.1(2)rref  
x  16y  4z  50
x  12y  2z  30
2x  4y  6z  80

Enter the augmented matrix line and the rref line in SciNotes, not Scilab. 

// h5.1(2)rref Two SciNote lines, plus comment. Don’t copy answers from SciLab.

   ... fill in two line here
// x=______,y=______,     z=______ 



//Write answer in the blanks above, rounded to two decimal places.

EXTRA CREDIT

You get extra credit for being the first to find an error in
the online lectures, quizzes or exams. If a title in SciNotes
has a *, it hasn’t been saved, <ctrl-s> saves it.

ONE-VARIABLE FUNCTION GRAPHS

PLOTTING POINTS  
We want to plot four points: (0,1), (1,2), (2,4), (3,3).

CLASSWORK c5.2(1)plot
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.2(1)plot.

// c5 .2(1)plot   Plot the following points.
//   (0,1), (1,2), (2,4), (3,3).   
clf //Clears the graph window. This clf is required.
x =[ ] ///Vector of x coordinates
y =[ ] ///Vector of y coordinates
plot(x,y) //Scilab chooses the line style
plot(x,y+1,'g') //change  g to  r  to make a red line. 



GRAPHING FUNCTIONS

In Matlab  are written, asin, acos,sin1, cos1, tan1

atan.

EXAMPLE 5.1 Graph sin(x)
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.3(1)plot.
//  plot sin from -pi to pi .
                //  clf  is required
x=-%pi:0.01:%pi //  ;  is required 
y=sin(x)        //  ;  is required 
plot(x,y) 

The above four lines can be rewritten in one line: 

  clf;plot(-%pi:0.01:%pi,sin)  



CLASSWORK c5.3(1)plot  

Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.3(1)plot. 
Plot arctan from -10 to 10  

Reminder, start with clf add  ;  after the two vector lines.
// c5.3(1)plot arctan from -10 to 10 . b 

Graph user-defined functions as below replacing
plot(x,y) with plot(x,f).
In SciNotes, copy/FileNew/paste/ the lines below.  <ctrl-l>

function y=f(x) 
  y= 1-cos(x^2);  
endfunction 
clf;plot(-%pi:0.01:%pi,f)  

HOMEWORK h5.2(1)plot_bell Define the function .f x  ex2

Plot this “bell-curve” over the interval . 3, 3
// c5.2(1)plot  %e^(-x^2) from -5 to 5 
clf
function y=f(x)
          ... delete this line, finish the problem



AREAS AND INTEGRALS 
    is the integral of function f  from a to b, it is thea

b f x
signed area between the function and the x-axis over the
interval . a, b

f(x)

a b

1
-1 -1

1

xxx

   Area below the x-axis is considered negative. 

In Scilab we write intg(a,b,f) for  where f musta
b f x

be a user-defined function. 



EXAMPLE 5.2 Find 
 1 cos2 x

function y=f(x)  // previous example continued
 y=1-(cos(x))^2; 
endfunction 
intg(-%pi,%pi,f)   
clf;plot(-%pi:0.01:%pi,f)  // should get  =3.14...



CLASSWORK c5.4(2)semicircle  Together. Calculate the area of
the unit semicircle, the top half of  . x2  y2  1
For a circle of  radius is 1, the area is  .r2  12    3.14
The semicircle area is half of this  /2  3.14/2  1.57
In  , solving for y gives  x2  y2  1

 .   y   1  x2

  is the upper semicircle.  semicirclex  1 x2

Define the function .   semicirclex
Use the integral to get the upper semicircle area. 
Plot it between  . x  1 and 1
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.4(2)semicircle.

// c5.4(2)semicircle  Define the upper semicircle function.
// Use intg to find the semicircle area.
// Graph the semicircle.
clf; mode(0) //must start with clf
b



To approximate the integral, divide the line segment a, b
into equal-width segments. Above each segment draw a
rectangle whose height is the function’s value. The sum of
the (signed) areas of these rectangles is a  Riemann sum.
The smaller the rectangle width, the more accurate the
approximation.

f(x)

a b



CLASSWORK c5.5(3)my_intg  Together. Write a function
my_intg(a,b) which uses Riemann sums with rectangles
of width,  to calculate the integral  of a1/105 a

b f xdx
user-defined function  f . 
Define the function    --see previous classworkf x  1  x2

Find the integral using your function my_intg(a,b) 
Find the integral using the built-in function intg(a,b,f).  
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as c5.5(2)my_intg.

// c5.5(2)my_intg with Riemann sums. Ans: 1.57
mode(0);warning('off');printf('\n');  
function y=f(x) 
    y=sqrt(1-x^2) 
endfunction 
function riemann_sum=my_intg(a,b) 
   ... delete this line, write the function my_intg here
endfunction 
printf("My answer = %f\n", my_intg(-1,1) )
printf("Scilab answer = %f",intg(-1,1,f) )



HOMEWORK h5.2(3)my_intg  Define the function   f x  sin x
Plot it over 0,
Find the integral using your function my_intg(a,b). 

You need to have function code for f and function code for my_intg

Also find the integral with the built-in function
intg(a,b,f).
// h5.2(2)my_intg(a,b) integral of sin(x) from 0 to pi , Ans: 2  

CLOSED-BOOK QUIZ ON NON-3D GRAPH HOMEWORK PROBLEM. 

CLASS WORK DUE END OF CLASS

c5.1(2)rref, c5.2(1)plot, c5.3(1)plot, c5.4(2)semicircle,  
c5.5(3)my_intg
email to: dale@math.hawaii.edu subject line: 190 c5(9)



HOMEWORK 5 DUE BEFORE NEXT CLASS. 
email to: dale@math.hawaii.edu   subject line: 190 h5(7)

h5.1(2)rref, h5.1(2)plot_bell, h5.2(3)my_intg,
Submit only the SciNote code, don’t attach graphs.
In each problem, include the line clf  to clear the graph window.
Copy/paste the commented template lines to SciNotes.
Test your entire email in Scilab before sending it.

 Draw a contour graph and a 3D graph of   z  1  x2  y2

= an upper hemisphere. For Classwork 1 and 2, you will
graph . z  xy



CONTOUR PLOTS  Not on a quiz or closed book exam.
CLASSWORK c6.1(2)contour Write 7 lines in SciNotes which
generate a nice contour plot of  .  Set the number ofz  xy
contour levels to 15.  For full credit, include the needed “;”.  
File/Save as c5.6(2). Execute. Then change the red characters.  
// c6.1(2)contour Change to make a contour plot of z=xy. 
clf //This clears the graph window. Start with this line. 
x= -2:.01:2; //need the “;” -1 point if missing “;” 
y= -2:.01:2; //need the “;” 
for i=1:length(x); for j=1:length(y); 
  z(i,j)= sqrt(1-x(i)^2-y(j)^2); //need the ; 
end; end ; 
contour(x,y,z,20)    //20 = number of levels. Play with it. 

The example   gives the map of a dome;z  1  x2  y2

your problem    gives the map of a saddle.  bz  xy

HOMEWORK h6.1(2)contour Write 6 lines in SciNotes which
generate a nice contour plot of  .  z  x2  xy  y2

// h6.1(2)contour Code for contour plot of z=x^2-xy+y^2 
// Should be round contours. -1 point for omitting the needed “;”  b 
clf   



3D GRAPHS  Not on a quiz or closed book exam.

CLASSWORK c6.2(2)3Dgraph Write 4 SciNote lines which
generate a 3D graph of  .  z  xy
File/Save asc6.2(2). Execute. Then change the red characters.
// c6.2(2)3Dgraph  Change to make a 3D graph of z=xy.
clf   //Clear the graph window. Always start with this line.
[x,y]=meshgrid(-1:.1:1);   //need the “;”
z=sqrt(1-x.^2-y.^2);  //x, y are matrices, need the . , ;.
mesh(x,y,z)

For full credit, include the needed  “;”. Should get a saddle.
If you get a flat surface, you wrote z=x*y, instead of
z=x.*y. If you get a partially flat surface or if two quadrants
are blank, you probably wrote z= sqrt(x.*y).  If you get a
dome, you didn’t change the formula from  to 1  x2  y2

 .  bx  y

HOMEWORK h6.2(2)3Dgraph Write 4 lines in SciNotes which
generate a nice 3D graph of  .  z  x2  xy  y2

// h5.4(2)3Dgraph  Scilab code for 3D graph of  z=x^2-xy+y^2
// Should be a bowl shaped valley. -1 point for omitting the needed “;”



If you computer doesn’t seem to be doing anything, check
your Scilab window, you may have forgotten the “;” which
causes a printing overflow in Scilab requiring user input of
“n” or “y”.  b

COMMON ERRORS

The most common error for homework h6.2(2) is forgetting
to insert the three “.” needed for pointwise multiplication.

If you computer doesn’t seem to be doing anything, check
your Scilab window, you may have forgotten the “;” which
causes a printing overflow in Scilab requiring user input of n
or y. If your code still won’t run, select Control/Abort in
Scilab to stop any unterminated previous program. 

As always, before sending your email, highlight the entire
email, copy/paste to Scilab and check that the entire email
runs without producing errors. Do classwork/homework in
SciNotes, not Scilab. Don’t attach graphs.

Copy the subject line exactly or your email won’t be
routed correctly. For this homework, the subject line is 190
h3(14). Writing 190 Hw5  is not understandable to the
automatic router.  



If you can’t complete the classwork on time, study the
classwork ahead of time. Don’t “reinvent the wheel”. For
each home problem, there is a corresponding problem in the
lecture notes. Copy/paste this corresponding problem into
SciNotes. Modify the code to fit your problem. 

Copying and pasting is faster for classwork. For homework
however, it is better to type everything by hand. This helps
you remember the code you need to know for quizzes and
exams.


